CASE STUDY: HEALTHCARE

TASSTA’s PTT AND
EMERGENCY SOLUTION
UNIQUE FOR THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY
USED OVER LTE AND WIFI NETWORKS.
SITUATION
Hospitals and medical centers are 24/7 facilities where there is continuous activity
to care and treat patients. The world’s leading hospitals are always recognized for
high-quality patient care - that is the barometer for excellence. Many larger
organizations now have multiple locations world-wide as they begin to offer
preventive, holistic services as opposed to the traditional, reactive care to treat
patients. In 2017, one of the largest medical centers treated 1.5 million people from
130 countries.
TASSTA’s mission is to support these leading hospital and medical centers
customers by providing a simple, easy-to-use communications system that provides
push-to-talk and emergency features for hospital staff and administrators. This
product facilitates instantaneous communications between personnel and also
Emergency features that can alert administration and security staff in case of some
type of incident. Keeping Hospital personnel safe and in-touch with Security and/or
First Responders is the function of TASSTA’s product line.
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CASE STUDY: HEALTHCARE
MARKET CHALLENGES
Delivering professional and world-class patient care
requires top-notch doctors, nurses and other support
personnel. In addition to the front-line expertise, it is
also important to have trained, experienced operational
personnel with the right communication tools to ensure
the hospital is providing a superb experience for
patients.
Operational staff in maintenance, housekeeping,
transportation and security needs a tool that can

facilitate instant and effective communication to
perform their functions. Traditionally, single-purpose
radios have been provided to such staff as their
communication device.
TASSTA’s T.Flex now turns any Android, Windows or iOS
device into a radio, providing push-to-talk capabilities
over any cellular or WiFi network and taking advantage
of the device’s intelligence to provide advanced
emergency and dispatch services.

T.RODON DISPATCHER
COMMAND AND CONTROL
SOLUTION

SOLUTION
Delivering professional and world-class patient care
requires top-notch doctors, nurses and other support
personnel. In addition to the front-line expertise, it is
also important to have trained, experienced operational personnel with the right communication tools to
ensure the hospital is providing a superb experience for
patients.
Operational staff in maintenance, housekeeping,
transportation and security needs a tool that can facilitate instant and effective communication to perform
their functions. Traditionally, single-purpose radios
have been provided to such staff as their communication device.
TASSTA’s T.Flex now turns any Android, Windows or iOS
device into a radio, providing push-to-talk capabilities
over any cellular or WiFi network and taking advantage
of the device’s intelligence to provide advanced emergency and dispatch services.
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